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Biotechnology: promises, promises, promises!
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Clerk Maxuell worked out basic theory of the electromagnetic field ae

a Late ☜eat

in 1864. The electron was discovered around 1900.

Prohably no one could have fantasized the final culdmnation of

electronic! in communications, computers, ... what we now call the

electronic age, and the derivative industries of broadcast radio and

TV. Perhaps we still can☂t.

Plenty of money was to be made at almost every step of the way.

Not that the original inventors and investors garnered most of the fruit.

In fact, so far as I know, neither Maxwell nor Kelvin got anything hut

sciantific immortality as reward for their afforts.

For BIOTECH, 1864 translates to about 1944, with fvery'☂s discovery

at the Rackefeller Institute. (He never got a dime either). And 8@

years after the electran, during the last decade did we beqin to see

the first practical fruits of these DONA discoveries. Of copurse the

time frames are much compressed today, in large measure from the

intensity of capital investment in technology: in part from the

technical power of the electronic tools; in mart from the enormous

grouth of the S&T research community.

So, looking ahead, a few words on the promise and the promises of

biotechnology.

We've seen the first wave of commercialization -- using biotech to

make things that we already knew were valuable, but did not know how

to produce economically. Interferon and erythropoietin are good

examples,



DNA research now is mostly focussed on discovering new things,

products and processes we know little about. How cancer occurs. How

viruses infect and can be blocked. How genes go bad and engender birth

defects. How the embryo develops into a pereon. Hou we age.

This growth of understanding of intracellular precess far outweighs

the products that can be patented, commercialized and axploited by

venture investment. When a product dees amerge, it will be a neu

discovery ~~ with all the potential advantage of uniqueness, and all

of the burdens of proof of safety and efficacy.

And so we are finding, with a sometimes bitter realization, that

a) the majority of exciting ideas on which so many companies are

founded just don☂t pan out, and

b> many that are inherently sound will take years of humble and

patient effort to get through the approval peocess. ☜humble and

teclious" -- whose vocabulary do these words belong to?

What a contradiction in temperament with the gung ho, daring and

impatience of original inventors, entrepreneurs and investors!

50 of course we will see much disillusion and outeight failure --

you know of a tragic example every month. And the public sufferg too

when the lifesaving potential of an interleukin-? or a Centotorxin

is held up by unrealistic and unhumble expectations.

So, there is a lesson, widely recognized. Lots of flaky ideas have

attracted too many dollars; but even good ideas are just the first

step. They need to be disciplined by a skilled management which must

reconcile two contradictory mores:

1) the creative elan of R

Z)> the nose for everything that might go wrong in 0,

But, it's not really that different in working out basic strategies



in the academic research lab. Our mistakes may be in 7 rather than

1@ Figures.

There is plenty of room te get rich in this setting. But not much to
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As the saying goes. my beat friends are in this industry; there are
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academic research is in debt to industry for such developments as te FeaesSif,

PCR, which have truly revolutionized how we go about our business, and hoff 4

will surely do the same for diagnostics. I don☂t know a single basic fered,

biological research lab in the country that doesn☂t use PCR!

Some final words, back to science.

4 4 « 5 . 4 . 3 ee
1) We will see a larger proportion of biological interventions emerge

from biotech, as opposed to products: cell transplants or infusions,

often aided by new growth factors. Domesticated viruses for same

kinds of somatic gene therapy. Oiagnostic probes using cells in

CWe
culture. Genetically engineering animals and their tissues. ALL this

will shift the value added from the procedures, and the revenue taken,

back to professional services rather than industrial venelors.

Manufacturers of MRI machines hardly get the lion☂s share of the

fees. And of course, the doctors write the precsriptions and have

the greatest voice in thes e allocations.

2) The most axciting new technology I see emerging right now is

☜Antisense RNA". These are proties for specific segments of the

genetic code that can, it principle, be used to home in on almost any

target you wish to define in, say, a sick cell or an invading virus.

They use the basic biclogical mechanism of strand pairing, of the



DNA double helix, as the source of their exquisite specificity. The

applications are ppen-ended, including the stimulation as well aa

inhibition of stated bidlogical functions. So we could enhance

immunity or squelch a cancer. I have ne doubt many examples of

efficacy will be forthcoming: but we have hardly begun to think,

hardly know how to think about the potential safety problems. Nor

do we have much ta go on in natural history to guess about those

potentials. At the very minimum, we will have to be sure that one and

only one target is there in the genome, the one we☂re after. And ue

have to look out for the same individual variability that we rely on

for ONA fingerprinting: so testing one person☂s DNA will hardly be

enough, nor will it just be a matter of looking up the DNA sequences

on the master tape generated by the Human Genome Project.

3) Recall that there are at least 100,000 genes in the human, perhaps

twice as many protein products (taking account of differential

splicing and post-translational modifications). I'm aure that several

Percent, perhaps 10,000 of these will have significant applications.

Can we foresee 10,900 biotech drugs in active development?

FDR can hardly cape with 10 in one year. And where

will the (modestly eatimated) trillion dollars of capital come from

(calculated at 4 mere 1O@MM per throw)? Well, I suppose $8108 ner

year for a century is not al together out of sight -- but that☂s the

point, a century! Meanwhile, we have an enormous task of triane,

to know that we're not merely pursuing geod ideas, but only the best

and the most feasible of them, from every standpoint: of scientific

plausibility, of safety testing, of economic producibility, of the net |
Whe 15 fo kerT 11oemarketing at the far end of the cycle. New York is the eat meeting af,

Fe peatchiny
place -- as this meeting shows -- of the crucial actors. I sug@est

we could go much further than we already do in harnassing the critical

intelligence of our academic people with what you do in capital



allocation, and counterbalance the understandable enthusiasm of the

interested proponents.


